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Ensuring technical cleanliness
in screw assembly processes
How do you prevent particle contamination in sensitive
assembly processes? Robert Bachmeier offers some advice
ust as an aggressive virus can cause illness in
humans, the smallest particles can damage
components and lead to malfunctions or, if used as
system components, could even lead to a complete
system failure. There are many reasons that such
hazardous particles may be generated during production
processes. In the automotive industry, for example,
particles are predominantly created by abrasion during
assembly.
Technical cleanliness is increasingly being introduced
in a wide range of sectors and is becoming an important
quality requirement for the whole process chain. The trend
toward miniaturisation, as well as increased electronics
and the greater use of new lightweight materials is
primarily responsible for this. On the one hand,
components are more powerful and efficient but on the
other hand, they are also sensitive to even the slightest
impurities.
An example of the consequences of miniaturisation
can be seen in injection systems. These must withstand
increasing pressures and, already small, they are
becoming smaller and smaller in size, in places only a few
micrometres. Micrometre sized, hard, metallic particles
can block gaps causing continuous injection. This can
affect the function of a motor enormously and lead to
motor damage. In electronic components, even the
smallest conductive particles can cause a short circuit.
These problems are amplified by the use of new materials
such as carbon-fibre reinforced plastics (CFRP) whose
particles are conductive.
There is a wide range of techniques and methods
which can be employed to fulfil the increasing
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requirements for technical cleanliness in
production processes. For example,
processing steps involving components
which are sensitive to cleanliness are
relocated to cleanrooms and entry is only
permitted to trained personnel wearing
appropriate protective clothing. This should
avoid any infiltration of particles from the
outside. In addition, components undergo
extensive cleaning procedures and creation
of particles from abrasion during
transportation is prevented by using fixed
position and anti-static packaging.

Particles generated by abrasion
The effort involved in the prevention of
particle contamination should be rigorously
and continuously maintained throughout
assembly because it is here, in direct contact
with components, that hazardous particles
can be generated through abrasion. The risk
is high that sensitive components may become
contaminated by dangerous particles. The percentage of
such components is high within the automotive and
supplier industries where there is an increasingly tight
focus on technical cleanliness during the assembly
process.
The assembly working area may need to be designed
as a cleanroom depending on the component and its
cleanliness requirements. An essential role is played by
the components of the assembly system as hazardous dirt
particles may first be generated during part feeding and

the actual screwdriving process. Action must be taken to
avoid, combat or reduce particle contamination to
sensitive components and modules during these assembly
steps.
Deprag Schulz has developed a universal concept to
meet these challenges: the CleanFeed concept. It is based
on the company’s specifically designed CleanFeed
components. The spectrum includes suitable feeding
technology and appropriate screwdriving function modules
through to equipment for the suction and extraction of dirt
particles generated during assembly. The concept fulfils

Joining mixes of different materials
s the automotive industry focuses its design on
light weight hybrid materials including carbon
fibre, it challenges the joining technologies with
these advancements. To meet these industry
challenges, Gesipa has strengthened its capabilities with
its latest innovation; flow drilling rivet (FDR) technology
and SoftGrip blind rivet nut for sensitive and lightweight
applications.
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FDR is a self -piercing riveting technology that
combines the mechanical joining technology of flow
drilling a hole and riveting an application in a single step.
Whilst preserving the classic benefits of blind riveting
technology such as one-sided processing and high-quality,
durable connections, FDR also removes possibility of
incorrect alignment and bore hole tolerances in the
application thereby giving a secure joint. The specially
designed rivet head, rotation and joining force enables the
new blind rivet to pierce light metals as well as plastics.
Proven Gesipa technologies such as the jaws system have
been integrated into the development of the automated
processing tool. This brings together both functionality and
reliability saving cost and time in the application process.
This technology provides many solutions for the joining
of these different materials, such as a material mix of
high-strength steel, light metal as well as carbon fibre
materials. The new SoftGrip blind rivet nut is a further

development of the tried-and-tested PolyGrip multi-range
blind rivet nut. It combines the advantages of covering
large clamping areas and reduced stress on the
components by means of controlled deformation during
processing.
The Gesipa SoftGrip blind rivet nut enables threads to
be produced in sensitive and very soft materials such as
plastic components, lightweight panels, etc, without
producing too much bearing stress and contact pressure in
the components. Component damage such as crushing,
cracking and stress-whitening in plastics is therefore
effectively avoided.
Furthermore with its latest multi-window process
control technology, WinTech, Gesipa is now able to
guarantee that the right rivet nuts and nut studs are placed
in the right place and in the right quantity in safety critical
applications.
www.gesipa.co.uk
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FDR® FLOW
DRILLING RIVET

Riveting and
Drilling in
one step

No pre-punched hole,
no hole finding

The experts in riveting technologies

Deprag Schulz has
developed its CleanFeed
concept to prevent particle
contamination of sensitive
components which require
a high standard of
cleanliness during screw
assembly.
CleanFeed components
include includes suitable
feeding technology and
appropriate screwdriving
function modules through to
equipment for the suction
and extraction of dirt
particles generated during
assembly. The concept
fulfils the requirements of
technical cleanliness,
avoiding, eliminating and
reducing particles
throughout the complete
screwdriving assembly
process.
With CleanFeed, Deprag
offers a universal concept
based on decades of
experience and know-how
in the sector of technical
cleanliness.

the requirements of technical cleanliness, avoiding,
eliminating and reducing particles throughout the
complete screwdriving assembly process.
Undesirable particles may also arise during screw
separation. When using a vibratory spiral bowl feeder, for
example, the connection elements are moved up the
spiral path by pulsing vibrations. This constant vibration
can cause parts to rub against each other and create
abrasive contaminants, which are then transported into
the feed system by the feed parts. Therefore, if there are
high cleanliness requirements, a component friendly low
abrasion feeding technology is an important prerequisite
for technical cleanliness in assembly.
The Deprag CleanFeed concept sword feeder’s
segment shaped sword arm lifts screws out of their
supply hopper using a stroke movement generating
hardly any friction. A sensor in the supply rail regulates
the number of stroke movements required. If fewer parts
are being used by the operator, then the feeder will
supply fewer parts. The screws slide along the
mechanical rails using gravity and are already sorted by
the time they reach the screw separator. A feed hose is
then used to transport the connection elements to the
screwdriving module. Incorrectly positioned elements are
returned to the hopper.
Abrasion can however also be generated in the feed
hose, primarily at the bends but also when tumbling
through straight parts of the hose. Deprag has a solution
for this as well: the particle killer – a low-cost efficient
vacuum source which captures and extracts residual dirt
particles. As well as the inline version, which shoots the
cleaned connection elements directly into the
mouthpiece of the screw tool, there is also have a pick
and place version available which carries out suction
cleaning at the pick-up position.
www.deprag.com
Robert Bachmeier is sales manager for Germany at Deprag
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